
A pure jump Markov proess assoiated withSmoluhowski's oagulation equationMadalina Deaonu, Niolas Fournier and Etienne Tanr�eInstitut Elie Cartan, INRIA LorraineCampus Sienti�que, BP 23954506 Vandoeuvre-l�es-Nany Cedex, Franemdeaonu�loria.fr, fournier�ien.u-nany.fr, tanre�ien.u-nany.frAbstratThe Smoluhowski oagulation equation models the evolution of thedensity n(x;t) of the partiles of size (or mass) x at the instant t � 0 fora system in whih a oalesene phenomenon ours. Two versions of thisequation exist: the ase of disrete sizes (when x 2 N� ) and the ase ofontinuous sizes (when x 2 R�).The aim of the present paper is to onstrut a stohasti proess, whoselaw is the solution of the Smoluhowski's oagulation equation. This ap-proah is at our knowledge the �rst in this diretion, in that, for the �rsttime the solution of Smoluhowski's oagulation equation is obtained asthe law of a stohasti proess.We �rst introdue a modi�ed equation, dealing with the evolution of therepartition Qt(dx) of the mass in the system. The advantage we take onthis is that we an do an uni�ed study for both ontinuous and disretemodels.The integro-partial-di�erential equation satis�ed by fQtgt�0 an be in-terpreted as the evolution equation of the time marginals of a Markovpure jump proess. At this end we introdue a nonlinear Poisson drivenstohasti di�erential equation related to the Smoluhowski equation inthe following way: if Xt satis�es this stohasti equation, then the law ofXt satis�es the modi�ed Smoluhowski equation. Existene, uniqueness,and pathwise behaviour of a solution to this S.D.E. are studied.Key words : Smoluhowski's oagulation equations, nonlinear stohasti dif-ferential equations, Poisson measures.MSC 2000 : 60H30, 60K35, 60J75.
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1 IntrodutionSmoluhowski's oagulation equation governs various phenomenons as forexample: polymerisation, aggregation of olloidal partiles, formation of starsand planets, behaviour of fuel mixtures in engines et.We desribe this equation as modelling the polymerisation phenomenon.For k 2 N� , let Pk denote a polymer of mass k, that is a set of k identialpartiles (monomers). As time advanes, the polymers evolve and, if they aresuÆiently lose, there is some hane that they merge into a single polymerwhose mass equals the sum of the two polymers' masses whih take part in thisbinary reation. We admit here only binary reations.Denote by n(k;t) the average number of polymers of mass k per unit volume, attime t so k n(k;t) stands for the part of mass onsisting on polymers of lengthk, per unit volume. The oalesene phenomenon of a polymer of mass k with apolymer of mass j, an be written formally as Pk +Pj �! Pk+j , and is propor-tional to n(k;t)n(j;t) with a proportionality onstant K(k;j), alled oalesenekernel.Throughout this paper, time t is always ontinuous, disrete and ontinuousrefer to polymers' masses.Hereafter (disrete and ontinuous ase), the oagulation kernel K will satisfythe following hypothesis : K is positive (i.e., K : (N� )2 or (R+ )2 ! R+ ) andsymmetri (i.e., K(i;j) = K(j;i)).The Smoluhowski oagulation equation, in the disrete ase, is the equationon n(k;t), for k 2 N� . It writes:8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
ddtn(k;t) = 12 k�1Xj=1K(j;k � j)n(j;t)n(k � j;t)�n(k;t) 1Xj=1K(j;k)n(j;t)n(k;0) = n0(k): (SD)This system desribes a non linear evolution equation of in�nite dimension,with initial ondition (n0(k))k�1. In the �rst line of (SD), the �rst term on theright hand side desribes the reation of polymers of mass k by oagulation ofpolymers of mass j and k � j. The oeÆient 12 is due to the fat that K issymmetri. The seond term orresponds to the depletion of polymers of massk after oalesene with other polymers.
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The ontinuous analog of the equation (SD) an be written naturally :8>>>>><>>>>>: ��tn(x;t) = 12 Z x0 K(y;x� y)n(y;t)n(x� y;t)dy�n(x;t) Z 10 K(x;y)n(y;t)dyn(x;0) = n0(x) (SC )for all x 2 R+ .We present briey some reent results on the existene and uniqueness for theSmoluhowski oagulation equation, obtained by employing a probabilisti ap-proah. These results furnish answers to some phenomenon that seems to beaepted as granted by the physiists.A detailed survey on the present situation of the researh on this equation isprovided in Aldous [1℄.In the disrete ase few situations allow to onlude to the existene and uni-queness of the solution of (SD). If the kernel K satis�es:K(i;j) � C(i+ j); i; j � 1: (1.3)and the initial ondition is suh that 1Xk=1 kn(k;0) < 1 then existene (see Balland Carr [2℄) and uniqueness (see Heilmann [11℄) are known.Jeon [13℄ approahed the solution of a more general equation than (SD), inthat, we have also the fragmentation of polymers, by a sequene of �nite Markovhains. Jeon gave a general result about the geli�ation time Tgel, i.e. the �rstinstant when partiles of in�nite mass appear. More preisely, if we haveK(i;j) � (ij)�; with � 2 i12 ;1h (1.4)and furthermore limi+j!1 K(i;j)ij = 0 (1.5)then we have geli�ation in �nite time (Tgel < 1), for a large lass of initialonditions.For the ontinuous ase, Aldous [1℄, states hypotheses whih insure existeneand uniqueness of the solution of the Smoluhowski oagulation equation. Morepreisely existene and uniqueness hold for (SC) if the kernel K satis�es, for allx and y in R+ : K(x;y) � C(1 + x+ y) (1.6)and the initial ondition is suh thatZ 10 n(x;0)dx <1 and Z 10 x2n(x;0)dx <1 (1.7)3



and furthermore we have onservation of massZ 10 xn(x;0)dx = 1: (1.8)Our onditions will be less restritive beause we don't need to imposeZ 10 n(x;0)dx <1: (1.9)Norris [15℄, [16℄ obtains reently some new results on (SC) by generalising tothe ontinuous ase the results in Jeon [13℄. Norris has two kinds of hypotheses:either K(x;y)xy ! 0 as (x;y)!1orK(x;y) � '(x)'(y) where ' : R+ ! R+ is sub-linear and R10 '2(x)n(0;x)dx <1.Under one of this onditions he proved existene and uniqueness of the solutionof (SC). The last hypothesis inludes the ase where K(x;y) explodes as x 7! 0or y 7! 0 and allows also to obtain uniqueness in some ases when the initialondition has no seond, or even �rst, moment. These results are also interestingbeause one needs no loal regularity on K.Norris onstruts a sequene of stohasti proesses whih onverges to a deter-ministi limit whih is a solution of (SC).Deaonu and Tanr�e [4℄ furnish a probabilisti interpretation for the additive,multipliative and onstant kernels in both disrete and ontinuous ases. They�nd a duality between the additive and multipliative solutions whih permitsto obtain the results for one of this solutions by those on the other one. Theyhave also presented a \long time behaviour" for the solution.Our approah of (SC) or (SD) is new and purely stohasti. We onstrut apure jump stohasti proess (Xt)t�0 whose law is the solution of the Smo-luhowski oagulation equation in the following sense: in the disrete ase,P [Xt = k℄ = kn(k;t) for all t � 0 and all k 2 N� , while in the ontinuousase, P [Xt 2 dx℄ = xn(x;t)dx for all t � 0. For eah !, Xt(!) may be seen asthe evolution of the size of one \mean" partile in the system.The jump proess satis�es a non linear Poisson driven stohasti di�erentialequation.This approah is strongly inspired by probabilisti works on the Boltzmannequation. The Boltzmann equation deals with the distribution of the speeds ina gas, and an be related to the Smoluhowski equation for two reasons: �rst, itonerns the evolution of the \density of partiles of speed v at the instant t",while the Smoluhowski equation deals with the \density of partiles of massx at the instant t". Seond, the phenomenon is disontinuous: in eah ase, apartile moves instantly from a mass x (or a speed v) to a new mass x0 (or aspeed v0) after a oagulation (or a ollision).Let us �rst mention Tanaka [18℄, who �rst introdued a non linear jumpproess in order to study the Boltzmann equation of Maxwell moleules. Many4



new results about this equation has been obtained thanks to this approah, asregularity, positivity, and numerial approximation: Desvillettes, Graham andM�el�eard [5℄, [10℄, have initiated a new way for studying non linear P.D.E.s, byusing reent probabilisti tools, suh as Malliavin Calulus and propagation ofhaos.Very reently, Tanaka's approah has been extended, in Fournier, M�el�eard [7℄,[8℄, to the ase of non Maxwell moleules, whih is tehnially muh less easy.We follow essentially here the approah of [7℄. We will transpose it here in orderto give a probabilisti interpretation to the Smoluhowski equations.The main fat that makes the Maxwell moleules easy is that the rate of olli-sions of a partile does not depend on its speed, whih is not the ase for nonMaxwell moleules. In the Smoluhowski equation, the \rate of oagulation" ofa partile depends on its size.We get rid of this problem by using a sort of \rejet" proedure: as in [7℄, thereis, in our stohasti equation, an indiator funtion whih allows to ontrol therate of oagulation.Let us �nally desribe the plan of the present paper.In Setion 2, we introdue our notations, we state a modi�ed Smoluhowskiequation (MS) whih allows to study equations (SC) and (SD) together. Thisequation (MS) desribes the evolution of the repartition Qt(dx) (either dis-rete or ontinuous) of the sizes: for eah t, Qt is a probability measure on R�+ .Afterwards we relate (MS) to a nonlinear martingale problem (MP ): for Qa solution to (MP ), its time marginals Qt satisfy the modi�ed Smoluhowskiequation (MS). We �nally exhibit a non linear Poisson driven stohasti di�e-rential equation (SDE), whih gives a pathwise representation of (MP ). If Xtsatis�es (SDE), then its law is a solution to (MP ). Notie that Xt an be seenas the evolution of a partile hosen randomly in the system, whih oagulatesrandomly with other partiles also hosen randomly. In other words, Xt is theevolution of the mass of a \mean partile". In Setion 3, we state and provean existene result for (SDE), under quite general assumptions. The pathwiseproperties of the solution to (SDE) are briey disussed in Setion 4. Setion 5deals with uniqueness results for (SDE). In Setion 6, we study the ase whereK(x;y) = xy. This ase drives to very simple omputations, and the results weobtain are of ourse easy and satisfatory. The last setion ontains an appendixwhih inludes some useful lassial results.In the sequel A and B stand for universal onstants whose values may hangefrom line to line.A forthoming paper will present a stohasti partile system assoiated withthe proess onstruted in the present paper, whih will permit to solve nume-rially the Smoluhowski's oagulation equation.
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2 FrameworkOur probabilisti approah is based on the following remark: there is onser-vation of mass in (SC) and (SD). This means in the disrete ase that a solution(n(k;t))t�0;k2N� of (SD) will satisfy until a time T0 � 1,for all t 2 [0;T0[; Xk�1 k n(k;t) = 1 (2.1)and in the ontinuous one that a solution (n(x;t))t�0;x2R�+ of (SC) will satisfyuntil a time T0 � 1,for all t 2 [0;T0[; Z 10 xn(x;t)dx = 1: (2.2)Thus, either in the disrete or ontinuous ase, the quantityQt(dx) =Xk�1 k n(k;t)Æk(dx) or Qt(dx) = xn(x;t) dx (2.3)(where Æk denotes the Dira mass at k) is a probability measure on R+ for allt 2 [0;T0[Let us �rst de�ne the weak solution for (SC) (or (SD)).De�nition 2.1 We say that n(x;t)fx;t�0g is a weak solution of (SC) on[0;T0[ if for all test funtion ' 2 C10 (R+ ) and all t 2 [0;T0[ we haveZR+ '(x)n(x;t) dx = ZR+ '(x)n(x;0) dx+ Z t0 ds ZR+ '(x)h12 Z x0 n(x� y;s)n(y;s)K(x� y;y)dy� ZR+ n(x;s)n(y;s)K(x;y)dyidx: (2.4)For any t, Qt(dx) an be seen as the repartition of the mass of the partilesat instant t. This leads us to de�ne a modi�ed Smoluhowski equation. We beginwith some notations.Notation 2.2 1. We denote by P1 the set of probability measures Q onR+ suh that Q (℄0;1[) = 1 ; ZR+ xQ(dx) <1: (2.5)2. Let Q0 2 P1. We denote byHQ0 = ( nXi=1 xi ; xi 2 Supp Q0 ; n 2 N�)R+: (2.6)Notie that HQ0 is a losed subset of R+ whih ontains the support ofQ0. 6



Sine Q0 is the repartition of the sizes of the partiles in the initial system,HQ0 simply represents the smallest losed subset of R+ in whih the sizes of thepartiles will always take their values.De�nition 2.3 Let Q0 be a probability measure on R+ belonging to P1 andlet T0 � 1. We will say that (Qt(dx))t2[0;T0[ is a weak solution to (MS) on[0;T0[ with initial ondition Q0 if:for all t 2 [0;T0[, Supp Qt � HQ0 and Qt 2 P1, and for all ' 2 C10 (R+ ) and allt 2 [0;T0[, Z 10 '(x)Qt(dx) = Z 10 '(x)Q0(dx)+ Z t0 ZR+ ZR+ ['(x+ y)� '(x)℄ K(x;y)y Qs(dy)Qs(dx)ds: (2.7)It is obvious the proedure to pass from (SC) to (MS). It suÆes to multiplyby '(x) and integrate over R+ . This de�nition allows us to onsider togetherboth disrete and ontinuous ases. To make this assertion lear, let us statethe following result:Proposition 2.4 Let (Qt(dx))t2[0;T0[ be a weak solution to (MS), with ini-tial ondition Q0 2 P1, for some T0 � 1.1. If Supp Q0 � N� , then learly HQ0 � N� . Thus for all t 2 [0;T0[,Supp Qt � N� , and we an write Qt as:Qt(dx) =Xk�1�k(t) Æk(dx) where �k(t) = Qt(fkg): (2.8)Then, the funtion n(k;t) = �k(t)=k is a solution to (SD) on [0;T0[, withinitial ondition n0(k) = �k(0)=k2. Assume now that for all t 2 [0;T0[, the probability measure Qt is abso-lutely ontinuous with respet to the Lebesgue measure on R+ . We anthus write Q0(dx) = f0(x) dx and for any t 2℄0;T0[, Qt(dx) = f(x;t) dx.Then n(x;t) = f(x;t)=x is a weak solution to (SC) on [0;T0[, with initialondition n0(x) = f0(x)=x.3. Other ases, as mixed ases, are ontained in (MS).Notie that the assumption Q0 2 P1 simply means that the initial ondi-tion to the Smoluhowski equation admits a moment of order 2: in the dis-rete ase this writes Pk k2n0(k) < 1, while in the ontinuous ase we have,R x2n0(x)dx <1.Proof 1. Sine Qt(dx) =Pk�1 �k(t) Æk(dx), with �k(t) = k n(k;t), is a weaksolution to (MS), we may apply (2:7) with 'k(x) 2 C1 (R�+ ) suh that for some7



k � 1 'k(x) = 8><>: 0 if x =2 �k � 12 ;k + 12�1k if x = k: (2.9)We obtain:�k(t)k = �k(0)k +Z t0 1kXi�1 �i(s)Xj�1 �j(s) �11fi+j=kg � 11fi=kg� K(i;j)j ds (2.10)and thus n(k;t) = n0(k) + Z t0 h k�1Xi=1 �i(s)n(k � i;s)K(i;k � i)k�Xj�1 n(k;s)n(j;s)K(k;j)ids= n0(k) + Z t0 h12 k�1Xi=1 n(i;s)n(k � i;s)K(i;k � i)�Xj�1 n(k;s)n(j;s)K(k;j)ids (2.11)where the last equality omes from the fats that �i(s) = in(i;s) and K(i;j) isa symmetri kernel.2. We now assume that Qt(dx) = f(x;t) dx for all t 2 [0;T0[; let ' 2 C1 (R�+ ).Let  (x) = '(x)=x. Applying (2:7) to  , we obtain Q0(dx) = f(x;0)dx =xn0(x)dx and :ZR+'(x)n(x;t) dx = ZR+ '(x)n0(x) dx+ Z t0 ZR+ ZR+ '(x+ y)x+ y K(x;y)y f(x;s)f(y;s) dxdyds� Z t0 ZR+ ZR+ '(x)x K(x;y)y f(x;s)f(y;s) dxdyds: (2.12)
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Using a symmetry argument, we obtain:I = Z t0 ZR+ ZR+ '(x+ y)x+ y K(x;y)y f(x;s)f(y;s) dxdyds= 12 Z t0 ZR+ ZR+'(x + y)K(x;y)f(x;s)f(y;s)� 1y(x+ y) + 1x(x + y)� dxdyds= 12 Z t0 ZR+ ZR+'(x + y)K(x;y)n(x;s)n(y;s)dxdyds: (2.13)Using the substitution x0 = x+ y, y0 = y, we obtain:I = 12 Z t0 ZR+ dx0 Z x00 dy0'(y0)K(x0 � y0;y0)n(x0 � y0;s)n(y0;s)ds: (2.14)We have proved that for any ' 2 C1 (R�+ ),ZR+ '(x)n(x;t) dx = ZR+ '(x)n(x;0) dx+ Z t0 ds ZR+ '(x)h12 Z x0 n(x� y;s)n(y;s)K(x� y;y)dy� ZR+ n(x;s)n(y;s)K(x;y)dyi dx (2.15)whih is the de�nition of a weak solution for (SC). This ends the proof. �Equation (MS) has to be understood as the evolution equation of the timemarginals of a pure jump Markov proess. In order to exploit this remark, wewill assoiate to (MS) a martingale problem. We begin with some notations.Notation 2.5 Let T0 �1 and Q0 2 P1 be �xed. We denote by D " ([0;T0[;HQ0)the set of positive inreasing �adl�ag funtions from [0;T0[ to HQ0 . We denote byP"1 ([0;T0[;HQ0) the set of probability measures Q on D " ([0;T0[;HQ0) suh thatQ ��x 2 D " ([0;T0[;HQ0) ; x(0) > 0	� = 1 (2.16)and for all t < T0,Zx2D" ([0;T0[;HQ0 ) x(t)Q(dx) = Zx2D" ([0;T0[;HQ0 ) sups2[0;t℄x(s)!Q(dx) <1:(2.17)9



The last equality omes naturally from the fat that x(t) is inreasing.De�nition 2.6 Let T0 �1, and Q0 2 P1 be �xed. ConsiderQ 2 P"1 ([0;T0[;HQ0). Let Z be the anonial proess of D " ([0;T0[;HQ0). Wesay that Q is a solution to the martingale problem (MP ) on [0;T0[ if for all' 2 C1b (R+ ) and t 2 [0;T0[ ,'(Zt)� '(Z0)� Z t0 ZR+ ['(Zs + y)� '(Zs)℄ K(Zs;y)y Qs(dy)ds (2.18)is a Q�martingale, where Qs denotes the law of Zs under Q.Taking expetations in (2:18), we obtain the following remark :Remark 2.7 Let Q be a solution to the martingale problem (MP ) on [0;T0[.For t 2 [0;T0[, let Qt be its time marginal. Then (Qt)t2[0;T0[ is a weak solutionof (MS) with initial ondition Q0.We are now seeking for a pathwise representation of the martingale problem(MP ). To this aim, let us introdue some notations. The main ideas of the fol-lowing notations and de�nition are taken from Tanaka [18℄.Notation 2.8 1. We onsider two probability spaes: (
;F ;P) is an abs-trat spae and ([0;1℄;B[0;1℄;d�) is an auxiliary spae (here, d� denotes theLebesgue measure). In order to avoid onfusion, the expetation on [0;1℄will be denoted E�, the laws L�, the proesses will be said to be �-proesses,et.2. Let T0 � 1 and Q0 2 P1 be �xed. An inreasing positive �adl�ag pro-ess (Xt(!))t2[0;T0[ is said to belong to LT0;"1 (HQ0 ) if its law belongs toP"1 ([0;T0[;HQ0).In the same way, an inreasing positive �adl�ag �-proess ( ~Xt(x))t2[0;T0 [ issaid to belong to LT0;"1 (HQ0)-� if its �-law belongs to P"1 ([0;T0[;HQ0).De�nition 2.9 Let T0 � 1 and Q0 2 P1 be �xed. We say that (X0;X; ~X;N)is a solution to the problem (SDE) on [0;T0[ if:1. X0 : 
! R+ is a random variable whose law is Q0.2. Xt(!) : [0;T0[�
! R+ is a LT0;"1 (HQ0)-proess3. ~Xt(�) : [0;T0[�[0;1℄! R+ is a LT0;"1 (HQ0)-�-proess.4. N(!;dt;d�;dz) is a Poisson measure on [0;T0[�[0;1℄ � R+ with intensitymeasure dt d� dz and is independent of X0.5. X and ~X have the same law on their respetive probability spaes:L(X) = L�( ~X) (this equality holds in P"1 ([0;T0[;HQ0)).6. Finally, the following S.D.E. is satis�ed on [0;T0[:Xt = X0 + Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 ~Xs�(�)11�z�K(Xs�; ~Xs�(�))~Xs�(�) �N(ds;d�;dz): (2.19)10



The motivation of this de�nition is the following:Proposition 2.10 Let (X0;X; ~X;N) be a solution to (SDE) on [0;T0[. Thenthe law L(X) = L�( ~X) satis�es the martingale problem (MP ) on [0;T0[ withinitial ondition Q0 = L(X0). Hene fL(Xt)gt2[0;T0[ is a solution to the modi�edSmoluhowski equation (MS) with initial ondition Q0.Before proving rigorously this result, we explain its main intuition: why is itnatural to hoose (Xt) satisfying (SDE), in order to obtain a stohasti proesswhose law satis�es the modi�ed Smoluhowski equation (MS)?We wish that the law Qt of Xt desribes the evolution of the repartition par-tiles' masses in the system. A natural way to do this is to hoose one partilerandomly, and to use a random (but natural) oagulation dynami. Thus, Xtshould be understood as the evolution of the size of a sort of \mean" partile.Of ourse, X0 has to follow the initial distribution Q0. Then, at some randominstants, whih are typially Poissonian instants (for Markovian reasons), oa-lesene phenomenons our. Let � be one of these instants. We hoose anotherpartile, randomly, and we denote by ~X� (�) its size. Then we desribe the oa-gulation asX� = X��+ ~X� (�). The indiator funtion in (2.19) allows to ontrolthe frequeny of the oagulations.Thus, from a time-evolution point of view, X: mimis randomly the evolutionof the size of one partile, thus its law is given by the (deterministi) \true" re-partition of the sizes in the system at the instant t, whih is exatly the solutionof (MS).For �xed t, Xt may be understood as a random variable representing the follo-wing experiene: we hoose randomly one partile in the system, at the instantt, (aording to an \uniform law"), and we denote by Xt its size.Let us now prove Proposition 2.10.Proof Let ' be a C1 (R+ ) funtion. Then for all t 2 [0;T0[,'(Xt) = '(X0) +Xs�t ['(Xs)� '(Xs�)℄ (2.20)= '(X0) + Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 "' Xs� + ~Xs�(�)11�z�K(Xs�; ~Xs�(�))~Xs�(�) �!� '(Xs�)#N(ds;d�;dz)= '(X0) + Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 h'�Xs� + ~Xs�(�)�� '(Xs�)i 11�z�K(Xs�; ~Xs�(�))~Xs�(�) �N(ds;d�;dz):11



Hene : M't = '(Xt)� '(X0) (2.21)� Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 h'�Xs + ~Xs(�)�� '(Xs)i 11nz� K(Xs; ~Xs(�))~Xs(�) o dz d� dsan be written as a stohasti integral with respet to the ompensated Poissonmeasure, and thus is a martingale. ButM't = '(Xt)� '(X0) (2.22)� Z t0 E� "�'(Xs + ~Xs(�)) � '(Xs)� K(Xs; ~Xs(�))~Xs(�) #ds= '(Xt)� '(X0)� Z t0 ZR+ ['(Xs + y)� '(y)℄ K(Xs;y)y Qs(dy)dswhere Qs = L�( ~Xs) = L(Xs). We have proved that L(X) satis�es (MP ) on[0;T0[. �Let us now state hypotheses whih will allow to prove existene results for(SDE). In the sequel, we will always suppose that the oagulation kernel Ksatis�es the following hypothesis :(H�): The initial ondition Q0 belongs to P1. The symmetri kernelK : R+ � R+ 7! R+ is loally Lipshitz ontinuous on (HQ0)2, andsatis�es, for some onstant C <1,K(x;y) � C(1 + x+ y + x�y�): (2.23)Two di�erent ases will appear aording with � = 1=2 or � = 1. We willalways prove the results for the ase � = 1 the other one being similar andeasier to treat. Let us also remark that all results for � = 1=2 apply also for0 � � � 1=2 and similarly the ones for � = 1 are true for 1=2 < � � 1.Notie that in the disrete ase, HQ0 is ontained in N� , so that we don't needthe loal Lipshitz ontinuity ondition.3 Existene results for (SDE)The aim of this setion is to prove the following result.Theorem 3.1 Let Q0 2 P1 satisfy R x2Q0(dx) <1. Assume (H�).1. If � = 1=2 then there exists a solution (X0;X; ~X;N) to (SDE), on [0;T0[,where T0 =1. 12



2. If � = 1 then there exists a solution (X0;X; ~X;N) to (SDE), on [0;T0[,where T0 = 1=C(1 +E(X0)).Remark 3.2 From now on we state that under (H�) if � = 1=2 then T0 =1 and if � = 1 we put T0 = 1=C(1 +E(X0)).Thus, under (H�), if � = 1=2 we obtain an existene result on [0;1[. This isnot the ase if � = 1, but this is not a limitation. It is lassial that for � = 1,there may be a geli�ation time: for example, in the disrete ase, Jeon hasproved in [13℄ that if K(x;y) � x�y� for some � 2℄1=2;1[, then a solution n(k;t)to (SD) will satisfyTgel = inf8<:t � 0 ; Xk�1 k2n(k;t) =19=; <1 (3.1)whih writes, with our notations,Tgel = inf ft � 0 ; E(Xt) =1g <1: (3.2)It is thus lear that an existene result on [0;1[ an not be proved under thegeneral assumption (H�) for � = 1.Finally, notie that for � = 1, T0 = 1=C(1+E(X0)) is not the exat geli�ationtime, exept if K(x;y) = C(1 + x + y + xy): sine we only assume an upperbound on K, we are able only to prove an existene result for (SDE) on [0;T0[,for some T0 � Tgel. We however will give exat geli�ation times orrespondingto a lass of oagulation kernels for whih expliit omputations are easy. Insuh ases, our existene result will easily extend to [0;Tgel[.Tehnially, Theorem 3.1 is not easy to prove, beause the oeÆients of(SDE) are not globally Lipshitz ontinuous. Due to the nonlinearity, a diretonstrution is diÆult. Thus, in a �rst proposition, we prove a result, whihombined with Proposition 2.10 shows that the existene (resp. uniqueness inlaw) for (SDE) is equivalent to existene (resp. uniqueness) for (MP ). It willthus be suÆient to prove an existene result for (MP ).Next, we use a uto� proedure, whih transforms the oeÆients of our equa-tion globally Lipshitz ontinuous: we obtain the existene of a solution X" toa uto� equation (SDE)". Then we prove tightness and uniform integrabilityresults, whih allow to prove that the family L(X") has limiting points, andthat these limiting points satisfy (MP ).As said previously, we begin with a proposition, whih, ombined with Pro-position 2.10, shows a sort of equivalene between (MP ) and (SDE).Proposition 3.3 Let Q0 belong to P1. Assume that Q 2 P"1 ([0;T0[;HQ0) isa solution to (MP ) with initial ondition Q0 2 P1 on [0;T0[ for some T0 � 1.Consider any LT0;"1 (HQ0)-�-proess ~X suh that L�( ~X) = Q. Consider also13



the anonial proess Z of D " ([0;T0[;HQ0)). Then there exists, on an enlargedprobability spae (from the anonial one), a Poisson measure N(!;dt;d�;dz),independent of Z0 (all of this under Q), suh that (Z0;Z; ~X;N) is a solution to(SDE) (still under Q).Proof It follows from (MP ), sine L�( ~Xs) = Qs for all s, that for any ' 2C1b (R+ ),M't = '(Zt)� '(Z0) (3.3)� Z t0 Z 10 h'(Zs + ~Xs(�))� '(Zs)i K(Zs; ~Xs(�))~Xs(�) d� ds= '(Zt)� '(Z0)� Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 �'�Zs + ~Xs(�)11nz�K(Zs; ~Xs(�))~Xs(�) o�� '(Zs)� dz d� dsis a martingale under Q. Applying this result with '(x) = x, we dedue thatZt = Z0 +Mt + Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 ~Xs(�)11nz�K(Zs; ~Xs(�))~Xs(�) odz d� ds (3.4)whereMt is a martingale (under Q). This deomposition is unique, in the sensethat if Zt = Z0 + Lt + Ft, where Lt is a loal martingale and Ft has boundedvariations, then Lt =Mt andFt = Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 ~Xs(�)11nz�K(Zs; ~Xs(�))~Xs(�) odz d� ds (3.5)(see Jaod-Shiryaev [12℄, p 43). Hene, applying the Itô formula for jump pro-esses (see e.g. [12℄), we see that for any ' 2 C2b (R+ ) and t 2 [0;T0[,'(Zt) = '(Z0) + Z t0 '0(Zs�) dZs + 12 Z t0 '00(Zs) dM s+Xs�t ['(Zs� +�Zs)� '(Zs�)��Zs'0(Zs�)℄ (3.6)where M denotes the ontinuous martingale part of M . A omparison with(3:3) shows that M � 0, and hene that M is a pure jump martingale.A seond omparison between (3:3) and (3:6) shows that the ompensator ofthe jump measure � = Xs�T0 Æ(s;�Ms) ofM is the image measure of the Lebesguemeasure ds d� dz by the map:(s;�;z)! ~Xs�(�)11�z�K(Zs�; ~Xs�(�))~Xs�(�) �: (3.7)14



Using a representation theorem for point proesses (see El Karoui, Lepeltier [6℄)we see that there exists, on an enlarged probability spae, a Poisson measureN(!;dt;d�;dz), with intensity measure dt d� dz, suh that:Mt = Z t0 Z 10 ZR+ ~Xs�(�)11�z�K(Zs�; ~Xs�(�))~Xs�(�) � �N(ds;d�;dz); (3.8)�N(ds;d�;dz) denoting the ompensated Poisson measure of N , i.e.�N(ds;d�;dz) = N(ds;d�;dz)� ds d� dz: (3.9)We �nally obtain:Zt = Z0 + Z t0 Z 10 ZR+ ~Xs�(�)11�z�K(Zs�; ~Xs�(�))~Xs�(�) �N(ds;d�;dz): (3.10)Sine we work under Q and sine L�( ~X) = Q, we dedue that (Z0;Z; ~X;N)satis�es (SDE). This was our aim. �In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we �rst onsider a simpler problem withuto�.For Q0 in P1, we de�ne a solution (X0;X"; ~X";N) to (SDE)" exatly in thesame way as in De�nition 2.9, but replaing (2.19) byX"t = X0+Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 � ~X"s�(�) _ " ^ 1"� 11�z�K(X"s�^ 1" ; ~X"s�(�)^ 1" )~X"s�(�)_"^ 1" �N(ds;d�;dz)(3.11)with the onditions that L(X") 2 P"1 ([0;T0[;HQ0) and that L�( ~X") = L(X").We begin with an important remark :Remark 3.4 We need that for eah " > 0 and for (X0;X"; ~X";N) a solutionto (SDE)", X" takes its values in HQ0 . Indeed, the regularity assumption (H�)on K holds only on HQ0 . Hene, in (3.11), x _ " ^ (1=") is only a notation, ofwhih the rigorous de�nition is, for any x 2 HQ0 , any " > 0,x _ " ^ (1=") = 8<: inffy 2 HQ0 ; y � "g if 0 � x � "x if x 2 [";1="℄supfy 2 HQ0 ; y � 1="g if 1=" � x: (3.12)Of ourse, x ^ (1=") is de�ned in the same way. With these de�nitions, x _ " ^(1=") and x ^ (1=") belong to HQ0 for any x 2 HQ0 , " > 0.We now prove an existene result for (SDE)".Proposition 3.5 Let Q0 2 P1 and " > 0. Assume (H�). Let X0 be a ran-dom variable whose law is Q0 and N be a Poisson measure independent of X0.Then there exists a solution (X0;X"; ~X";N) to (SDE)".15



Proof The proof mimis that of Tanaka, who proved in [18℄ a similar resultin the ase of a nonlinear S.D.E. related to a Boltzmann equation (and withglobally Lipshitz oeÆients). To this end, we introdue the following non-lassial Piard approximations. First, we onsider the proess X0;" � X0, andany �-proess ~X0;" suh that L�( ~X0;") = L(X0;").One everything is built up to n, we setXn+1;"t = X0 + Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 � ~Xn;"s� (�) _ " ^ 1"� 11�z�K(Xn;"s� ^ 1" ; ~Xn;"s� (�)^ 1" )~Xn;"s� (�)_"^ 1" �N(ds;d�;dz)(3.13)and we onsider any �-proess ~Xn+1;" suh thatL�( ~Xn+1;"j ~X0;"; : : : ; ~Xn;") = L(Xn+1;"jX0;"; : : : ;Xn;"): (3.14)One easily heks reursively that for eah n, Xn;" is an L1;"1 (HQ0)-proess.Let us show now that the sequene fXn;"gn is Cauhy in L1;"1 (HQ0 ). A simpleomputation givesXn+1;"t �Xn;"t = Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 � ~Xn;"s� (�) _ " ^ 1" � ~Xn�1;"s� (�) _ " ^ 1"�11�z�K(Xn;"s� ^ 1" ; ~Xn;"s� (�)^ 1" )~Xn;"s� (�)_"^ 1" �N(ds;d�;dz)+ Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 � ~Xn�1;"s� (�) _ " ^ 1"� :0B�11�z�K(Xn;"s� ^ 1" ; ~Xn;"s� (�)^ 1" )~Xn;"s� (�)_"^ 1" � � 11(z�K(Xn�1;"s� ^ 1" ; ~Xn�1;"s� (�)^ 1" )~Xn�1;"s� (�)_"^ 1" )1CAN(ds;d�;dz):(3.15)Let us for example present the proof under (H�) when � = 1. Then���Xn+1;"t �Xn;"t ��� � Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 ��� ~Xn;"s� (�) � ~Xn�1;"s� (�)��� (3.16)11fz�C" (1+2="+1="2)gN(ds;d�;dz)+1" Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 �������11�z�K(Xn;"s� ^ 1" ; ~Xn;"s� (�)^ 1" )~Xn;"s� (�)_"^ 1" � � 11(z�K(Xn�1;"s� ^ 1" ; ~Xn�1;"s� (�)^ 1" )~Xn�1;"s� (�)_"^ 1" )�������N(ds;d�;dz):16



By setting 'n(t) := E " sups2[0;t℄ ��Xn+1;"s �Xn;"s ��#, we obtain, for some onstantA, depending only on ",'n(t) � A Z t0 'n�1(s) ds (3.17)+A Z t0 EE� �����K(Xn;"s ^ 1" ; ~Xn;"s ^ 1" )~Xn;"s _ " ^ 1" � K(Xn�1;"s ^ 1" ; ~Xn�1;"s ^ 1" )~Xn�1;"s _ " ^ 1" ����� ds:Sine K is loally Lipshitz ontinuous on (HQ0 )2, it is lear that the map(x;y) 7! K �x ^ 1" ;y ^ 1"�x _ " ^ 1" (3.18)is globally Lipshitz ontinuous on (HQ0)2. Hene, using the fat thatR 10 j ~Xn;"(�)� ~Xn�1;"(�)j d� � 'n�1(s), we obtain'n(t) � A Z t0 'n�1(s) ds: (3.19)We onlude, thanks to the usual Piard Lemma, that there exists a L1;"1 (HQ0)-proess X" suh that, for any T <1, when n tends to in�nity,E " supt2[0;T ℄ jXn;"t �X"t j# �! 0: (3.20)By onstrution, the �-law of the sequene of proesses ~X0;"; : : : ; ~Xn;"; : : : isthe same as the law of the sequene X0;"; : : : ;Xn;"; : : : . We thus dedue theexistene of an L1;"1 (HQ0)-�-proess ~X" suh that L�( ~X") = L(X"), and suhthat for all T <1, when n tends to in�nity,E� " supt2[0;T ℄ j ~Xn;"t � ~X"t j# �! 0: (3.21)Letting n go to in�nity in (3.13) onludes the proof. �We now prove the tightness of the family fL(X")g".Lemma 3.6 Let Q0 2 P1. Assume (H�). For � = 1=2 set T0 = 1, whilefor � = 1 set T0 = 1=C �1 + R xQ0(dx)�, where C is the onstant whih appearin the hypothesis (H�).Consider a family (X0;X"; ~X";N) of solutions to (SDE)". Then, for all T < T0,sup">0 E " supt2[0;T ℄ jX"t j# = sup">0E� " supt2[0;T ℄ j ~X"t j# <1: (3.22)17



Furthermore, the family L(X") = L�( ~X") of probability measures on D " ([0;T0[;HQ0)is tight, and any limiting point Q of a onvergent subsequene is the law of aquasi-left ontinuous proess (for the de�nition see Jaod, Shiryaev [12℄ ). .Proof Let us again prove the result under (H�) for � = 1, the ase of � = 1=2being similar. We �rst hek (3.22). Settingf"(t) = E " sups2[0;t℄ jX"s j# (3.23)it is immediate, sine the proesses are positive and inreasing and sine foreah ", L�( ~X") = L(X"), that:f"(t) = E [X"t ℄ = E� h ~X"t i (3.24)A simple omputation, using (3.11), yields thatf"(t) = E(X0) + Z t0 EE� �K �X"s ^ 1" ; ~X"s ^ 1"�� ds: (3.25)But sine we are under (H�) with � = 1, it is lear thatEE� �K �X"s ^ 1" ; ~X"s ^ 1"�� � C �1 + 2f"(s) + f2" (s)� = C (1 + f"(s))2 :(3.26)Lemma 7.3 of the appendix, applied to the funtion g" = 1 + f", whih islearly ontinuous thanks to (3.25) allows to onlude that for any t < T0 =1=C(1 +E(X0)), f"(t) � 1 +E(X0)1� t=T0 � 1 (3.27)from whih (3.22) is straightforward.In order to obtain the tightness of the family fL(X")g", we use the Aldousriterion, whih is realled in the appendix (Theorem 7.1).We just have to hek (for example) that for all T < T0 �xed, there exists aonstant AT suh that for all Æ > 0, all ouple of stopping times S and S0satisfying a:s: 0 � S � S0 � (S + Æ) ^ T , and all ",EjX"S0 �X"S j � AT Æ (3.28)the onstant AT being independent of ", Æ, S and S0. This is not hard. Indeed,jX"S0 �X"S j = Z S0S � ~X"s�(�) _ " ^ 1"� 11�z�K(X"s�^ 1" ; ~X"s�(�)^ 1" )~X"s�(�)_"^ 1" �N(ds;d�;dz):(3.29)18



Hene E [jX"S0 �X"S j℄ = EE� "Z S0S K(X"s ; ~X"s (�))ds#� Æ sups2[0;T ℄EE� hK(X"s ; ~X"s )i : (3.30)But thanks to (H�) for � = 1 and to (3:22) (sine T < T0),sups2[0;T ℄EE� hK(X"s ; ~X"s )i � C sups2[0;T ℄EE� h1 +X"s + ~X"s +X"s ~X"si� AT (3.31)whih onludes the proof. �To prove that any limiting point Q of L(X") satis�es (MP ), we will alsoneed a property of uniform integrability, whih will be obtained in the nextlemma.Lemma 3.7 Assume that Q0 2 P1, and that R x2Q0(dx) < 1. Assume(H�), and following the value of � onsider the assoiated T0. Consider a family(X0;X"; ~X";N) of solutions to (SDE)". Then for all T < T0 �xed,sup">0E " supt2[0;T ℄ jX"t j2# <1: (3.32)Proof For k 2 N� , we de�neg"k(t) = E " supt2[0;T ℄ jX"t jk# = E h(X"T )ki : (3.33)For all t < T0,(X"t )2 = (X0)2 +Xs�t ��X"s� +�X"s�2 � �X"s��2� (3.34)= (X0)2 +Xs�t �2X"s��X"s + (�X"s )2�= (X0)2 + Z t0 Z 10 Z 10  2X"s�� ~X"s�(�) _ " ^ 1"�+� ~X"s�(�) _ " ^ 1"�2!11�z�K(X"s�^ 1" ; ~X"s�(�)^ 1" )~X"s�(�)_"^ 1" �N(ds;d�;dz):19



Hene g"2(t) = E(X20 ) + 2 Z t0 EE� �X"sK �X"s ^ 1" ; ~X"s ^ 1"�� ds+ Z t0 EE� �( ~X"s _ ")K �X"s ^ 1" ; ~X"s ^ 1"�� ds (3.35)Let us �nish the proof for (H�) with � = 1, the other ase being similar. Using(H�) with � = 1, the fat that L(X") = L�( ~X") and (3.22), we obtain theexistene of a onstant AT , not depending on ", suh that for all t � T ,g"2(t) � E(X20 ) + 3C Z t0 EE� h� ~X"s + "��1 +X"s + ~X"s +X"s ~X"s�i ds� E(X20 ) +AT Z t0 [1 + g"2(s)℄ ds: (3.36)The usual Gronwall Lemma allows to onlude. �The following lemma, assoiated with Proposition 3.3, will onlude the proofof Theorem 3.1.Lemma 3.8 Let Q0 belong to P1 and satisfy R x2Q0(dx) < 1. Assume(H�) and onsider the orresponding T0. Consider a family (X0;X"; ~X";N) of so-lutions to (SDE)", and a limiting point Q of the tight family L(X") = L�( ~X").Then Q is a solution to (MP ) on [0;T0[, with initial ondition Q0 = L(X0).Proof We prove the result for � = 1. The other ase is simpler. Let Q bethe limit of a sequene of Qk = L(X"k ), "k being a sequene of positive realnumbers dereasing to 0.We have to hek that for any � 2 C1b (R+ ), any g1; : : : ;gl 2 Cb(R+ ) and any0 � s1 � � � � � sl < s < t < T0, hQ
Q;F i = 0 (3.37)where F is the map from D " ([0;T0[;HQ0 )� D " ([0;T0[;HQ0) de�ned byF (x;y) = g1(x(s1))� � � � � gl(x(sl))� (3.38)n�(x(t)) � �(x(s)) � Z ts [�(x(u) + y(u))� �(x(u))℄ K(x(u);y(u))y(u) duo:It is lear from the de�nition of the proess X"k that for any k,
Qk 
Qk;F k� = 0; (3.39)20



where F k is de�ned by:F k(x;y) = g1(x(s1))� � � � � gl(x(sl))� n�(x(t)) � �(x(s)) (3.40)� Z ts ��(x(u) + y(u) _ "k ^ 1"k )� �(x(u))� K(x(u) ^ 1"k ;y(u) ^ 1"k )y(u) _ "k ^ 1"k duo :It thus suÆes to prove that 
Qk 
Qk;F k� tends to hQ
Q;F i as k tends toin�nity. We split the proof in two steps.Step 1: Let us �rst hek that, as k goes to in�nity,
Qk 
Qk;jF � F kj� �! 0: (3.41)By de�nition,
Qk 
Qk;jF � F kj� = EE�h���g1(X"k(s1))� � � � � gl(X"k (sl))Z ts n�'(X"ku + ~X"ku _ "k ^ 1"k )� '(X"ku )� K(X"ku ^ 1"k ; ~X"ku ^ 1"k )~X"ku _ "k ^ 1"k� h'(X"ku + ~X"ku )� '(X"ku )i K(X"ku ; ~X"ku )~X"ku odu���i: (3.42)Hene, for some onstant A, 
Qk 
Qk;jF � F kj� is smaller thanAEE�h Z ts �����'(X"ku + ~X"ku _ "k ^ 1"k )� '(X"ku )~X"ku _ "k ^ 1"k � '(X"ku + ~X"ku )� '(X"ku )~X"ku �����K(X"ku ; ~X"ku )dui+AEE�h Z ts �����'(X"ku + ~X"ku _ "k ^ 1"k )� '(X"ku )~X"ku _ "k ^ 1"k ����� (3.43)����K(X"ku ; ~X"ku )�K(X"ku ^ 1"k ; ~X"ku ^ 1"k )���� dui= A(I"k + J"k );
21



with obvious notations for I"k and J"k . Sine '0 is bounded, we obtain, using(H�) for � = 1,J"k � 2jj'0jj1EE�h Z ts �11fX"ku > 1"k g + 11f ~X"ku > 1"k g�(1 +X"ku + ~X"ku +X"ku ~X"ku )dui� A Z ts nP(X"ku > 1"k ) +E�( ~X"ku )P(X"ku > 1"k ) +E(X"ku 11fX"ku > 1"k g)+E(X"ku 11fX"ku > 1"k g)E�( ~X"ku ))odu: (3.44)Sine the proesses are inreasing, and thanks to (3.22), we dedue thatJ"k � A hP(X"kt > 1="k) +E hX"kt 11fX"kt >1="kgii : (3.45)The uniform integrability obtained in Lemma 3.7 allows to onlude that J"ktends to 0.Let us now bound I"k from above. First,I"k � AEE�h Z ts n11f ~X"ku <"kgK(X"ku ; ~X"ku )�����'(X"ku + "k)� '(X"ku )"k � '(X"ku + ~X"ku )� '(X"ku )~X"ku �����+11f ~X"ku > 1"k gK(X"ku ; ~X"ku )�����'(X"ku + 1"k )� '(X"ku )1"k � '(X"ku + ~X"ku )� '(X"ku )~X"ku ����� o dui= I1"k + I2"k ; (3.46)with obvious notations. The seond term is similar to J"k , and thus goes to 0as k tends to in�nity. Using (H�) with � = 1 and (3.22), we see that the �rst
22



term is smaller thanI1"k � 2Ajj'0jj1 Z ts EE� h11f ~X"ku <"kg(1 +X"ku + ~X"ku + ~X"ku X"ku )i du� A Z ts EE� h(1 +X"ku )(1 + "k)11f ~X"ku <"kgi du� A Z ts E(1 +X"ku )E�(11f ~X"ku <"kg)du� A Z t0 P(X"ku < "k)du� AtP(X0 < "k)where the last inequality omes from the fat that the proess X"k is inreasing.This goes to 0, beause X0 > 0 a.s. Step 1 is �nished.Step 2: It remains to prove that as k goes to in�nity,
Qk 
Qk;F � �! hQ
Q;F i : (3.48)This onvergene would be obvious if F was ontinuous and bounded onD " ([0;T0[;HQ0)� D " ([0;T0[;HQ0), thanks to the de�nition of the onvergene inlaw. The map F is not ontinuous on D " ([0;T0[;HQ0)�D " ([0;T0[;HQ0), but onlyon C � C, whereC = �x 2 D " ([0;T0[;HQ0) ; �x(s1) = : : :�x(sl) = �x(s) = �x(t) = 0	 :(3.49)Thanks to Lemma 3.6, Q is the law of a quasi-left ontinuous proess, thusQ(C) = 1, and hene F is Q 
 Q-a:e: ontinuous. This implies that for anypositive onstant A,
Qk 
Qk;F ^ A _ (�A)� �! hQ
Q;F ^ A _ (�A)i (3.50)beause F ^ A _ (�A) is Q
Q-a:e: ontinuous and bounded. Thus (3.48) willhold if we prove that supk 
Qk 
Qk;jF j11jF j�A� �! 0 (3.51)as A tends to in�nity. One an hek, after many but easy omputations, that
Qk 
Qk;jF j11jF j�A� � BE �X"t 11fX"t>�(A)g� (3.52)for some onstants B and some funtion �(A) tending to in�nity with A. Theuniform integrability obtained in Lemma 3.7 allows to onlude that (3.51)holds. Hene (3.48) is valid. This onludes the proof of Step 2 and thus the23



proof of the lemma. �Let us �nally give the proof of the main result of this setion.Proof of Theorem 3.1 Thanks to Lemma 3.5, there exists a solution(X0;X"; ~X";N) to (SDE)" for eah ". Due to Lemma 3.6, the sequene fL(X")gis tight, and in partiular there exists a sequene "k dereasing to 0 suh thatfL(X"k)g tends to some Q. From Lemma 3.8, Q satis�es (MP ). Finally, Pro-position 3.3 allows us to build a solution (X0;X; ~X;N) to (SDE). �4 Pathwise behaviour of (SDE)In this short setion, we would like to give an idea on the pathwise propertiesof Xt, for (X0;X; ~X;N) a solution to (SDE). We have very few results on thistopi, and the study seems to be diÆult. However, we hope that new resultswill arise in a forthoming paper. Let us begin with a remark onerning thelong time behaviour.Remark 4.1 Let Q0 belong to P1, and satisfy R x2Q0(dx) <1. Let us as-sume (H�) with � = 1=2, and let (X0;X; ~X;N) be a solution to the orresponding(SDE). A natural question is the following. Does the size of every partile in thesystem tend to in�nity when the time grows to in�nity? In other words, does Xttend to in�nity a.s. with t? This result, whih seems to hold in the ases whereK(x;y) = 1 and K(x;y) = x + y (for whih expliit omputations are easy), isnot obvious. It is lear that a lower bound of K has to be supposed. Indeed, if weassume for example that K(x;y) vanishes for all x; y suh that x _ y � n thenit is lear that a.s., limt Xt < 1. This omes from the fat that in suh a ase,if we set � = infft > 0 ; Xt � ng (4.1)then either � = 1 (and hene limt Xt < 1) or � is �nite, and then it is easilydedued from (2.19) that limt Xt = X� <1.We are not able yet to express properly the lower bound whih has to be assumedon K.We now present an idea about the frequeny of the jumps of Xt. How oftendoes a partile in the system oagulate?The following result, whih says that the number of jumps is �nite on everyompat interval, is not a priori obvious in the ontinuous ase.Proposition 4.2 Let Q0 2 P1 satisfy R x2Q0(dx) < 1. Assume (H�) andonsider the orresponding T0. Let (X0;X; ~X;N) be a solution to the orrespon-24



ding (SDE). Assume furthermore thatZR+ 1xQ0(dx) <1 (4.2)whih always holds in the disrete ase, and whih simply means, in the onti-nuous ase, that R n0(x)dx <1.Denote by Jt =Ps�t 11f�Xs 6=0g the number of jumps of X on [0;t℄. Then for allt < T0, E[Jt℄ <1.Proof Let us again prove the result for � = 1. Thanks to (2.19), we see thatJt = Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 11�z�K(Xs�; ~Xs�(�))~Xs�(�) �N(ds;d�;dz) (4.3)and hene E[Jt℄ = E �Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 11nz�K(Xs; ~Xs(�))~Xs(�) odzd�ds�= Z t0 EE� "K(Xs; ~Xs)~Xs # ds: (4.4)Using (H�) with � = 1, we obtainE[Jt℄ � C Z t0 EE� h1= ~Xs +Xs= ~Xs + 1 +Xsi ds� C Z t0 [E[1=Xs℄ +E[Xs℄E[1=Xs℄ + 1 +E[Xs℄℄ ds� Ct [E[1=X0℄ +E[Xt℄E[1=X0℄ + 1 +E[Xt℄℄ (4.5)where the last inequality omes from the fat that X is a:s: inreasing. Thislast upper bound is learly �nite, sine t < T0, and sine we have assumed thatE(1=X0) <1. The proof is omplete. �Remark 4.3 If we do not assume (4.2), we do not know what happens. Ithowever seems that in the (non explosive) ase where K(x;y) = 1 and whereE(1=X0) =1, then X: has in�nitely many jumps immediately after 0, but thatfor any 0 < s < t <1, X: has an a.s. �nite number of jumps on [s;t℄.Let us �nally talk about the geli�ation time:Tgel = inf ft � 0 ; E(Xt) =1g : (4.6)This quantity, whih an be seen as a L1-geli�ation time, has been muh studiedby the analysts and physiists. It is easily dedued from Theorem 3.1 that under25



(H�) with � = 1=2, Tgel =1 for any initial ondition (satisfying Q0 2 P1 andR x2Q0(dx) <1).In the ase of � = 1, under the same assumptions on Q0, Theorem 3.1 yields thatTgel � T0 = 1=C(1 + R xQ0(dx)). Of ourse, we have only proved the existenefor (SDE) on [0;T0[, beause we have only assumed an upper bound for K. Butin any partiular ase where expliit omputations an be done, solutions to(SDE) may be built on [0;Tgel[. For example, the following proposition holds.Proposition 4.4 Assume that Q0 2 P1 and that R x2Q0(dx) <1. Assumethat K(x;y) = A+ B(x + y) + Cxy, for some nonnegative onstants A and B,and for some C > 0. Then Theorem 3.1 still holds replaing T0 by Tgel, where,if a0 = R xQ0(dx),1. If � = 4(B2 �AC) = 0, then Tgel = 1C(a0 +B) ,2. If � = 4(B2 �AC) < 0, then Tgel = 2�C�� � 4C�� artan�4Ca0 +B�� �,3. If � = 4(B2 �AC) > 0, then Tgel = 12� ln�a0+B=C+p�=Ca0+B=C�p�=C�.Proof This is not hard. It suÆes to replae the use of the extended Gron-wall Lemma 7.3 by solving lassial ODEs. The result is easily understood aposteriori. If (X0;X; ~X;N) is a solution to (SDE), one easily heks thatE[Xt℄ = a0 + Z t0 EE� hK(Xs; ~Xs)i ds: (4.7)In the present ase, by setting f(t) = E[Xt℄, one easily getsf(t) = a0 + Z t0 �A+ 2Bf(s) + Cf2(s)� ds: (4.8)This equation has an unique solution, whih an be expliitly omputed, andTgel, whih orresponds to its explosion time, an also be omputed. We obtainthe expressions given in the statement. �>From a probabilisti point of view, the L1-geli�ation time is of ourseimportant, but we want also to study the stohasti geli�ation time:�gel = inf ft � 0 ; Xt =1g : (4.9)Obviously, �gel � Tgel a:s: An interesting question is the following. Under whihonditions on Q0 and K do we haveP (�gel > Tgel) 2℄0;1[; P (�gel > Tgel) = 0 or P (�gel > Tgel) = 1 ? (4.10)In other words, are there partiles of whih the mass is �nite (resp. in�nite) atthe instant Tgel ? Do all partiles have a �nite (resp. in�nite) mass at the instantTgel ? 26



We are not able to give a omplete answer for the moment. Let us however stateand prove the following result.Proposition 4.5 Let Q0 2 P1 with R x2Q0(dx) < 1, and let us assume(H�) with � = 1. Assume furthermore that Tgel < 1, and that there exists afuntion � : Supp Q0 7! R+ suh that for all x 2 Supp Q0,supy2HQ0 K(x;y)y � �(x): (4.11)Consider a solution (X0;X; ~X;N) to (SDE). Then for any t 2 [0;1[,P (�gel > t) > 0: (4.12)This means in partiular that there are many partiles whih have a �nite massat the instant Tgel.Notie that (4.11) is always satis�ed in the disrete ase, and more generallyfor any kernel satisfying (H�) with � = 1 if [0;"[\Supp Q0 = ; for some " > 0.Notie also that (4.11) is satis�ed with any initial ondition, if K(x;y) � Cxyfor some onstant C 2 R+ .Proof We will prove a muh stronger result: for any t > 0,P (Xt = X0) > 0: (4.13)To this end, we study the �rst jump timeT1 = inf fs � 0 ; �Xs 6= 0g : (4.14)By remarking that thanks to (4.11) and (2.19),X0 � Xt � X0 + Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 ~Xs�(�)11fz��(Xs�)gN(ds;d�;dz) (4.15)we dedue that T1 � S1 a:s:, whereS1 = inf �s � 0 ; Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 11fz��(X0)gN(ds;d�;dz) > 0� : (4.16)Sine N is a Poisson measure independent of X0, the random variableZ t0 Z 10 Z 10 11fz��(X0)gN(ds;d�;dz) (4.17)follows, onditionally to X0, a Poisson distribution of parameterZ t0 Z 10 Z 10 11fz��(X0)gdsd�dz = t�(X0): (4.18)27



Hene P (S1 > t) = E [P (S1 � tjX0)℄ = E he�t�(X0)i > 0: (4.19)Finally, we onlude thatP (�gel > t) � P (Xt = X0) = P (T1 > t) � P (S1 > t) > 0 (4.20)whih was our aim. �This onludes the setion.5 About the uniqueness for (SDE)In this setion, we deal with the uniqueness in law for (SDE), whih is equi-valent to the uniqueness for (MP ) (see Propositions 2.10 and 3.3). We are notable to prove suh uniqueness results by ourselves (exept in the ase whereK(x;y) = xy, see the next setion). However, we may prove uniqueness by usingthe results of the analysts. In other words, we may prove uniqueness in law for(SDE) one we know the uniqueness for the Smoluhowski equation.We �rst onsider the disrete ase.Proposition 5.1 Let Q0 2 P1 satisfy R x2Q0(dx) < 1. Assume (H�) andonsider the orresponding T0.Assume that Q0(N� ) = 1, and write Q0 as Pk�1 �kÆk(dx). Set n0(k) = �k=k.Assume that the uniqueness of a solution to (SC) with the kernel K and the ini-tial ondition n0 holds on [0;T0[. Then the uniqueness of a solution Q to (MP ),on [0;T0[ holds. Hene the uniqueness in law holds for (SDE), in the sense thatany solution (X0;X; ~X;N) to (SDE) with L(X0) = Q0, satis�es L(X) = Q.As we will prove below a similar result in the ontinuous ase, we just skeththe proof.Proof Let (X0;X; ~X;N) be any solution to (SDE) orresponding to the ini-tial ondition Q0 and to the kernel K. It is lear that for all t 2 [0;T0[, L(Xt)has its support in N� , and thus an be written as Pk�1 f(k;t)Æk(dx). Then,n(k;t) = f(k;t)=k satis�es (SD), thanks to Proposition 2.4 and Remark 2.7.Thus L(Xt) is ompletely determined for eah t 2 [0;T0[, sine the uniquenessholds for (SD). This is of ourse not suÆient, but one an onlude exatly asin the proof of Proposition 5.4 below. �The following orollary is immediately dedued from Proposition 5.1 andfrom Heilmann [11℄.Corollary 5.2 Assume that Q0 2 P1 and that R x2Q0(dx) < 1. Assumealso that Q0 is disrete, i.e. that its support is ontained in N� . Then, if K(x;y) �28



C(1 + x + y) for all x, y in N� , uniqueness holds for (MP ), and we have uni-queness in law for (SDE).In order to use the results of the analysts in the ontinuous ase, we �rst haveto hek that for (X0;X; ~X;N) a solution to (SDE), L(Xt) is really a modi�edsolution to (SC): we have to prove that if Q0 has a density, then for all t � 0,the law of Xt admits a density.Proposition 5.3 Assume that X0 > 0 is a random variable of whih thelaw Q0 belongs to P1, and suh that E(X20 ) <1.Assume (H�) and onsider the orresponding T0. Assume also that Q0 is abso-lutely ontinuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure on R+ , and that K(x;y) is (notneessarily ) inreasing (for example in x when y is �xed).Consider a solution (X0;X; ~X;N) to (SDE). Then for all t 2 [0;T0[, the law ofXt is also absolutely ontinuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure on R+ . Hene thelaw of Xt is really a weak solution to (SC), in the sense that if f(x;t) denotesthe density of Xt, then n(x;t) = f(x;t)=x is a weak solution to (SC).Proof Let us denote by f0(x) the density of the law of X0. Let t 2℄0;T0[ be�xed. Consider a Lebesgue-null set A. Our aim is to hek thatP(Xt 2 A) = 0. First notie thatP(Xt 2 A) = Z 10 P�Xt 2 A j X0 = x�f0(x)dx= Z 10 P�Xxt 2 A�f0(x)dx= E �Z 10 11A(Xxt )f0(x)dx� (5.1)where Xx is a solution, on [0;T0[, of the following standard S.D.E. (here ~X isknown, is �xed and behaves as a parameter):Xxt = x+ Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 ~Xs�(�)11�z�K(Xxs�; ~Xs�(�))~Xs�(�) �N(ds;d�;dz): (5.2)We will prove that for almost all !, the map x 7! Xxt (!) an be written asXxt (!) = x + �t;!(x), for some inreasing funtion �t;! . This will allow toonlude, thanks to Lemma 7.2 of the appendix, that for almost all !,Z 10 11A(Xxt )dx = 0 (5.3)thus that Z 10 11A(Xxt )f0(x)dx = 0 (5.4)and hene, using (5.1) that P(Xt 2 A) = 0, whih was our aim.29



It remains to hek that for almost all !, Xxt (!) = x + �t;!(x), for someinreasing funtion �t;!. It of ourse suÆes to prove that for all x > y,Xxt �Xyt � x� y.Let thus x > y be �xed. Consider the following stopping time:� = inf fs 2 [0;T0[ j Xxs < Xys g : (5.5)Then it is lear that for all t < � , sine K is inreasing,Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 ~Xs�(�)11�z�K(Xxs�; ~Xs�(�))~Xs�(�) �N(ds;d�;dz)� Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 ~Xs�(�)11�z�K(Xys�; ~Xs�(�))~Xs�(�) �N(ds;d�;dz) (5.6)from whih we dedue that for all s < � ,Xxs �Xys � x� y (5.7)It remains to prove that � = T0. Let us assume that for some !, �(!) < T0. Wededue from (5.7) that Xx�� �Xy�� � x� y: (5.8)Hene, still using the fat that K is inreasing, we obtain that, for some random�� 2 [0;1℄, z� 2 [0;1[,�Xx� = ~X��(�� )11�z��K(Xx��; ~X��(�� ))~X��(�� ) �� ~X��(�� )11�z��K(Xy��; ~X��(�� ))~X��(�� ) �= �Xy� : (5.9)We dedue thatXx� = Xx�� +�Xx� � x� y +Xy�� +�Xy� � x� y +Xy� (5.10)whih ontradits the de�nition of � . �Thanks to the previous Proposition, we are able to state the following uni-queness result:Proposition 5.4 Let Q0 2 P1 satisfy R x2Q0(dx) < 1. Assume (H�) andonsider the orresponding T0. Assume also that K is inreasing and satis�esthe regularity ondition: there exists a loally bounded funtion � on [0;1[2 suhthat for all x;x0;y 2 R+ ,jK(x;y)�K(x0;y)j � jx� x0j�(x;x0)(1 + y2): (5.11)30



Assume also that Q0 admits a density f0(x), and set n0(x) = f0(x)=x. Assumethat the uniqueness of a weak solution to (SC) with initial ondition n0 andkernel K holds. Then there exists a unique solution Q to (MP ) with initialondition Q0. Thus uniqueness in law holds for (SDE), in the sense that anysolution (X0;X; ~X;N) to (SDE) with L(X0) = Q0 satis�es L(X) = Q.Notie that (5.11) always holds whenK(x;y) is of the formA+B(x+y)+Cxy,for some nonnegative onstants A;B;C.Proof Let Q be a solution to (MP ). Thanks to Propositions 5.3 and 3.3, weknow that for all t, Qt(dx) = f(t;x) dx, for some funtion f : [0;T0[�R+ ! R+ .Hene, Proposition 2.4 (2) and Remark 2.7 show that f(x;t) = xn(x;t), where nis the unique solution of (SC). Sine Q0 2 P1 and R x2Q0(dx) <1, it is easilydedued that for all T < T0,supt2[0;T ℄Z 10 �x+ x2 + x3�n(x;t)dx= supt2[0;T ℄ �1 +E(Xt) +E(X2t )� <1 (5.12)The uniqueness of fQtgt2[0;T0[ is proved, but we need more: we want to provethe uniqueness of Q 2 P"1 ([0;T0[;HQ0).As Q satis�es (MP ) it also satis�es the simple (beause linear) martingaleproblem (MPS): for all � 2 C1b (R+ ),�(Zt)� �(Z0)� Z t0 ZR+ (�(Zs + y)� �(Zs))K(Zs;y)n(y;s) dyds (5.13)is a Q-martingale, Z standing for the anonial proess of D " ([0;T0[;HQ0). Wewill prove the uniqueness for (MPS). In this way, we will dedue that Q isentirely determined, sine any solution to (MP ) satis�es also (MPS). This willonlude the proof.The uniqueness for (MPS) is equivalent to the uniqueness in law for the follo-wing S.D.E.: Yt = X0 + Z t0 ZR+ Z 10 y11nz�K(Ys�;y)y o�(ds;dy;dz) (5.14)�(ds;dy;dz) being a Poisson measure on [0;T0[�R+ � [0;1[ with intensity mea-sure ds (yn(y;s)dy) dz. But the strong uniqueness (whih implies the uniquenessin law) holds for this equation, thanks to standard arguments: loal Lipshitzontinuity and at most linear growth. Indeed, for all u � 0, all T < T0, weobtain, using (H�) and (5.12),sups2[0;T ℄ZR+ Z 10 y11fz�K(u;y)y g dz yn(y;s) dy� A(1 + u) sups2[0;T ℄ZR+(y + y3)n(y;s) dy� AT (1 + u) (5.15)31



the onstant AT depending only on T . We also have, for all u;u0 in [0;1[, allT < T0, by using (5.11) and (5.12),sups2[0;T ℄ZR+ Z 10 ����y11fz�K(u;y)y g � y11nz�K(u0;y)y o���� dz yn(y;s) dy� sups2[0;T ℄ ZR+ jK(u;y)�K(u0;y)j yn(y;s) dy� �(u;u0)ju� u0j sups2[0;T ℄ZR+(y + y3)n(y;s)dy� AT �(u;u0)ju� u0j: (5.16)Using these properties, the strong uniqueness is easily heked for equation(5.14). This implies the uniqueness for (MPS) and onludes the proof. �We �nally dedue the following orollary from Aldous [1℄, Priniple 1.Corollary 5.5 Assume that Q0 belongs to P1 and that R x2Q0(dx) < 1.Assume that K(x;y) � C(1+x+y), that K is inreasing, and that the regularityondition (5.11) holds.In addition, assume that Q0 admits a density f0(x) and that R 1xQ0(dx) <1.Then uniqueness in law holds for (SDE), and so does uniqueness for (MP ).6 Study of the exat multipliative kernelIn this short setion, we will make expliit omputations for the aseK(x;y) =xy. In this expliit ase, we obtain very satisfying results. In partiular, we getrid of the assumption R x2Q0(dx) <1. We build diretly a solution by using aPiard iteration without uto�. Uniqueness for (SDE) is proved without usingthe results of the analysts. Let us begin with the statement.Theorem 6.1 Assume that K(x;y) = xy. Let Q0 belong to P1 and T0 =1= R xQ0(dx). Then the following results hold.1. For any random variable X0 of law Q0, any independent Poisson mea-sure N(dt;d�;dz) with intensity measure dtd�dz, there exists a solution(X0;X; ~X;N) to (SDE) on [0;T0[.2. The obtained law L(X) = L�( ~X) is unique, and depends only on Q0.3. Hene existene and uniqueness for (MP ) hold.Proof 1. Let X0 and N be �xed. We onsider the following Piard iterations:�rst, we onsider the proess X0 � X0. Then we onsider any �-proess ~X0suh that L�( ~X0) = L(X0). One everything is built up to n, we onsiderXn+1t = X0 + Z t0 Z 10 Z 10 ~Xns�(�)11fz�Xns�gN(ds;d�;dz) (6.1)32



and we build an �-proess ~Xn+1 suh thatL�( ~Xn+1j ~X0;:::; ~Xn) = L(Xn+1jX0;:::;Xn): (6.2)One an hek that if fn(t) = E(Xnt ) = E�( ~Xnt ), then f0(t) = a = E(X0), andfor all n � 0, fn+1(t) = a+ Z t0 f2n(s)ds (6.3)whih easily implies that for all t � T0 = 1=a,supn fn(t) � a1� at : (6.4)Let now gn(t) = E " sups2[0;t℄ jXn+1s �Xns j# = E� " sups2[0;t℄ j ~Xn+1s � ~Xns j#. A simpleomputation shows thatgn(t) � Z t0 EE��Z 10 �� ~Xns 11fz�Xns g � ~Xn�1s 11fz�Xn�1s g��dz�ds� Z t0 EE��Xns ��� ~Xns � ~Xn�1s ���+ ~Xn�1s ��Xns �Xn�1s �� �ds� Z t0 2a1� as � gn�1(s)ds: (6.5)It is now lear that for all T < T0,Xn�1 gn(T ) <1: (6.6)Hene there exist a proess X 2 LT0;"1 (HQ0) and an �-proess ~X suh that forall T < T0, E " sups2[0;T ℄ jXs �Xns j# = E� " sups2[0;T ℄ j ~Xs � ~Xns j# (6.7)goes to 0 when n tends to in�nity. One easily onludes that (X0;X; ~X;N) sa-tis�es (SDE).2. The uniqueness is muh more diÆult to prove. We an follow the proofof Desvillettes, Graham, M�el�eard [5℄ whih onerns the Boltzmann equation,and we only give the main steps of the proof.Step 1: it is lear that in the existene proof, the obtained law L(X) = L( ~X)does not depend on the possible hoies for 
, X0, N and ~Xn(�), but only onthe law of the initial ondition L(X0) = Q0.33



Step 2: let thus 
, X0 and N be �xed. Consider two solutions (X0;X; ~X;N)and (X0;Y; ~Y ;N) of (SDE). We have to prove that L(X) = L(Y ). Let us denoteQ = L(X) = L�( ~X) and Q0 = L(Y ) = L�( ~Y ). For T < T0, we onsider thequantity�T (Q;Q0) = inf~Z; ~Z0(E� sups2[0;T ℄ j ~Zs � ~Z 0sj! ; L�( ~Z) = Q; L�( ~Z 0) = Q0) :(6.8)For some " > 0 �xed, we onsider �-proesses ~X" and ~Y " suh that L�( ~X") = Q,L�( ~Y ") = Q0, and �T (Q;Q0) � E� sups2[0;T ℄ j ~X"s � ~Y "s j!+ ": (6.9)Then we build X" and Y ", in suh a way that (X0;X"; ~X";N) and (X0;Y "; ~Y ";N)be solutions to (SDE). This an be done by solving linear S.D.E.s (beause ~X"and ~Y " are �xed proesses). For all T < T0, one easily obtains the existene ofa onstant AT , not depending on ", suh thatE " sups2[0;T ℄X"s#+E " sups2[0;T ℄Y "s # � AT : (6.10)Finally, we obtain, for any t � T < T0,E sups2[0;t℄ jX"s � Y "s j! � Z t0 EE��X"s ��� ~X"s � ~Y "s ���+ ~Y "s jX"s � Y "s j�ds� AT Z t0 [�T (Q;Q0) + "+E(jX"s � Y "s j)℄ ds (6.11)whih yields that for any t � TE sups2[0;t℄ jX"s � Y "s j! � ATT (�T (Q;Q0) + ")eATT : (6.12)The left hand side member is greater than �T (Q;Q0). We thus obtain, making" go to 0, �T (Q;Q0) � ATT�T (Q;Q0)eATT : (6.13)But XT is inreasing in T . Hene, we an hoose � small enough, suh thatA��eA� � < 1 and thus �� (Q;Q0) = 0. The Markov property of the Poisson mea-sure allows to prove that the result remains true on [0;T0[, i.e. that �T (Q;Q0) = 0for all T < T0. �
34



7 AppendixFirst, we reall the Aldous riterion for tightness (see Jaod, Shiryaev [12℄).Theorem 7.1 Let fXnt gt2[0;T0[ be a family of �adl�ag adapted proesses on[0;T0[, for some T0 �1. Denote by Qn 2 P (D ([0;T0 [;R)) the law of Xn. Assumethat :1. For all T < T0, supn E " supt2[0;T ℄ jXnt j# <1 (7.1)2. For all T < T0, all � > 0,supn sup(S;S0)2STT (Æ)P [jXnS0 �XnS j � �℄ �! 0 (7.2)when Æ goes to 0, where STT (Æ) is the set of ouples (S;S0) of stoppingtimes satisfying a.s. 0 � S � S0 � (S + Æ) ^ T .Then the family fQng is tight. Furthermore, any limiting point Q of this familyis the law of a quasi-left ontinuous proess, i.e. for all t 2 [0;T0[ �xed,ZD([0;T0 [;R)11f�x(t)6=0gQ(dx) = 0: (7.3)We now prove an easy absolute ontinuity result.Lemma 7.2 Let ' be an inreasing map from R+ into itself. Let A be aLebesgue-null subset of R+ . ThenZ 10 11A�x+ '(x)�dx = 0: (7.4)Proof We set f(x) = x + '(x). Sine ' is inreasing, the Stieljes measuredf�1(x) is learly smaller than the Lebesgue measure dx on R+ . In partiular,df�1(x) << dx. Hene,Z 10 11A�x+ '(x)�dx = ZA df�1(x) = 0 (7.5)whih was our aim. �We arry on with a generalised Gronwall Lemma (see Beesak [3℄).Lemma 7.3 Let a; b � 0. Consider a ontinuous funtion g on [0;T ℄, satis-fying for all t 2 [0;T ℄, g(t) � a+ b Z t0 g2(s)ds: (7.6)Then, for all t < T0 = 1=ab, g(t) � a1� abt : (7.7)35
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